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TRANSFER News 

 
Appointment as Natixis Pramex’ Benelux partner 

TRANSFER has recently 
been appointed as 
partner of Natixis 

Pramex, meaning French associated companies will be 
assisted throughout their export/import activities in the 
Benelux. Natixis Pramex is a listed subsidiary of two 
major banking groups - Caisse d’Epargne and Banque 
Populaire – and is the preferred partner of many 
corporations and institutions due to its extensive 
banking network spanning 68 countries and a 24,000-
strong workforce.  
 
TRANSFER Latin Business Consultancy Iberia  
moves to a new office 
From the 1st of April you can visit TRANSFER Iberia at its 
new office in calle Balmes in Barcelona. Because of all 
the successful projects we needed to expand our crew 
and therefore we needed more space. So we decided to 
move to an office with more room and charisma. Our 
new office is situated in the heart of the center of 
Barcelona. Just a 5 minute walk from the Rambla. Feel 
free to visit our office 
anytime at the following 
address:  
TRANSFER Iberia 
Calle Balmes 76-1 
08007 Barcelona 
Tel: +34.93.272.47.90 
sven@transfer-lbc.com 
 
 
 

TRANSFER introduces a new and improved 
website! 
Not only is TRANSFER changing office space, the virtual 
company is undergoing a facelift as well. Soon 
TRANSFER will introduce its complete renewed website. 
We will keep you informed about the official launch of 
the new and improved transfer-lbc.com!  
 
Exploring market opportunities in Spain a big 
success! 
From February 11 through 15 TRANSFER Latin Business 
Consultancy and the Chamber of Commerce of 
Northern Holland guided 18 Dutch SME’s in their first 
steps on the Spanish market. This trade mission gave 
the companies a chance to explore their business 
opportunities under the guidance of professional 
consultants.  
The participants all followed their individual programme 
during the day as they represented a wide variety of 
sectors, such as the food, retail, pharmaceutical and 
construction sector. At night they were presented with 
collective visits to the Embassy, the Consulate and 

typical Spanish restaurants. Within one week, 
Barcelona and Madrid were visited and 8-10 different 
business meetings were held per Dutch company.  
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All the participants returned to Holland with a good 
view of their chances and opportunities in Spain and a 
list of valuable business contacts.  
 
Roundtable meeting about doing business in 
France 
What exactly discourages you from doing business in 

France? It could be unfamiliarity with the 
local language or culture, fear of the 
French ways of doing business, or one of 
the other motives that might exist. They, 
however, do not outweigh the possibilities 
and potential that France offers in a wide 
variety of sectors. Therefore, the ‘Chamber 
of Commerce Midden-Nederland’ will 
organize a roundtable event on the 10th of 
April to inform interested companies about 
‘how to covert these obstacles into 

chances’. During this event TRANSFER will share its first 
hand experience with the French business system and 
practices with participants. For more information, 
please contact Wim Schraverus of KvK Midden-
Nederland on T: 030-239 66 64. 
 
Day of International Trade/Internationale 
Handelsdag 2008’ 
This years’ edition of the Dutch 
Chamber of Commerce’s ‘Day of 
International Trade’ will take place on 
the 3rd of April. This one-day gathering 
has evolved through the years into the 
event to learn more about import/export trends and 
opportunities in different parts the world. Honoring our 
tradition, TRANSFER will be present at a number of 
locations, namely Rotterdam, Vianen and Eindhoven, 
and will host several seminars about doing business in 
Southern Europe and Latin America. We hope to see 
you there!  
 

Agenda second half of 2008 
After having completed several projects (like the 
Matchmaking Energy Event France and the Fashion and 
Textile Industry Trade Mission to Spain) during the first 
months of 2008, this years’ second half promises to be 
even more exciting. Among the projects that will be 
executed in this period are: 

Sept. 28-
Oct. 2, '08 

France Automotive 
trade mission 
 

In cooperation 
with NEVAT and 
EVD 

October 
19-23, '08 
(to be 
confirmed) 

Brazil Retail Trade 
Mission 

In cooperation 
with MKB-
Nederland, ABN 
AMRO and EVD 

November 
16-19, '08 

France Sustainable 
Construction 
Trade Mission 

In cooperation 
with MKB-
Nederland, 
Metaalunie, ABN 
AMRO and EVD 
 

 
If you might be interested in participating in one of 
these trade missions, please contact Ms Evelijn 
Hartvelt through info@transfer-lbc.com  
 
 
 
 
 

Presentation at VNT congress 
TRANSFER recently 
provided a considerable 
group of VNT associated 
members with valuable 
information about doing 
business with Latin 
America, and more 
specifically about 
importing products from 

this vast continent. The VNT is the interest group for 
the self-employed commercial agent, importer and 
broker in The Netherlands. Their members reacted 
optimistically to the apparent opportunities of 
reselling product groups such as textiles, tools, 
chemical products, wood, metal, machinery, 
agricultural products, paper and furniture. More 
information about the import possibilities for your 
company in Latin America: info@transfer-lbc.com  
 
Launch of franszelfsprekend.nl  
On Thursday the 20th of March, the website 
www.franszelfsprekend.nl has been launched. This 
website, an initiative by the French Embassy, aims to 
promote the French language amongst a diverse and 
broad audience. Various well known persons (writer 
Adriaan van Dis, newsreader Philip Freriks) were 
invited to share their reflections about the role of 
French in their lives. Gerald Baal, overall CEO of 

TRANSFER 
Consultancy, has 
been interviewed 
as well and 
substantiates the 
importance of the 
language for doing 
business in France.   
For an impression 
of this interview 
please visit out site  

             www.transfer-lbc.com  
 

 

IBERIA 
 
 
 
 
 

Alimentaria 2008 once again succesfull  

Alimentaria is the most important International Food 
and Beverage Exhibition in Spain and one of the 
world’s premier shows. This past Alimentaria took place 
from 10 to 14 March 2008 in Barcelona's fairgrounds: 
Montjuïc and Gran Via. 130,000 square meters of 
exhibition and activities space in all. 
Alimentaria is organized as a mega-trade fair and with 
5,000 leading food and beverage manufacturers and 
distributors from 70 countries and 155,000 
professionals, the exhibition served again as an 
international economic stage for the food and beverage 
industry. 
http://www.alimentaria-bcn.com/en-gb/laferia.cfm 
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Iberflora (15-17th October 2008) 

IBERFLORA is Europe's main international event for the 
garden plants industry: over 600 exhibitors and 30,000 
square metres of exhibition area hosting a wide 
product range of Plant, Flowers, Gardening and 
Associated Technologies.  
IBERFLORA is divided into different sections to provide 
readily recognizable categories and guarantee the 
widest possible product catalogue for visiting potential 
buyers. The Plants and Flowers Show hosts all the 
major companies in the sector, while holding the 
Garden Show and Eurobrico concurrently gives rise to a 
joint product range, following the direction already 
being set in points of sale. On the other hand, the 
Technology Show showcases the latest in technology 
applied to horticulture and gardening demanded by the 
sector. 
IBERFLORA, is an unbeatable showcase for companies 
and buyers from Spain and abroad. Indeed, more than 
25% of all exhibitors come from outside Spain. 
www.feriavalencia.com/iberflora  
 

Spain’s election: Zap back to a new challenge 

José Luis Rodríguez 
Zapatero consistently 
led his PP rival, 
Mariano Rajoy, and 
duly won the re-
elections on March 
9th. Yet his second 
term promises to be 
far harder and a lot 
more testing than his 
first. 
The Socialists again fell short of an absolute majority in 
parliament, so Mr Zapatero will need a regional party's 
backing. Decisions on the economy will depend on 
where Mr Zapatero turns for support. 
In the past four years, Spanish politics has been 
characterised by a rancorous bitterness. Defusing 
Spain's regional tensions demands a new 
bipartisanship. Unity among politicians helps solve big 
questions of national identity. 
These matters, for the economy will be Mr Zapatero's 
biggest headache. 
 

2008: Spain second fastest growing country in 
Europe 

On the 21st of March the EC 
published its growth forecasts 
for 2008 in the European 
Union and the Euro zone. Both 
showed a decrease of 4 tenths 
of a percentage point. 
Although it is expected that 
the economy will rally at the 
end of the year as according 
to Brussels the United States 
is not going to enter a 
recession. 
The forecast for Spain, down 
three tenths of a percentage 
point, therefore means a 

growth rate of 2.7%. This makes Spain one of the least 
affected countries in the euro zone. Holland takes the 
first place, which thanks to revenue from its natural 
gas reserves has a growth forecast of 2.9%. 

Spain however still has unfinished business in the field 
of inflation, since forecasts are for a rise of almost one 
percentage point above EU rates, figures only 
exceeded in forecasts for Poland. 
 

First Sony Style in Barcelona 

Sony has made 
an initial 
investment of € 2 
mln to open 
premises in 
Barcelona that 
are part 
laboratory, part 

state-of-the-art 
gallery and part 
testing station. 
There clients can 

participate in audiovisual entertainment experiences 
such as connections between a range of products using 
WIFI and Internet. 
The new premises to be called “Sony Style”, are 
located in the Rambla Cataluña, take up over 700 m2 
and could be the first of many in other parts of Spain. 
This is a commercial experience Sony has successfully 
tried in cities such as Berlin, Hong Kong, Buenos Aires 
and Las Vegas. It is more than just a store; it is an 
experimental space in which its products are taken to 
their limits, an experience that can benefit clients, 
distributors and other points of sale. 
Sony’s Spanish subsidiary has increased sales by 40% 
despite the competitiveness of the consumer 
electronics sector, with LCD flat screen TVs driving the 
rise in turnover. These figures have meant net profits 
of €24 mln. 
 

Spain to open Europe’s first hydrogen energy 
storage plant 

Close to €1.7 mln is to be invested in the new 
hydrogen energy plant, which will be the first of its 
kind in Spain and Europe. 
The installation is to be integrated into a pioneering 
project developed by Gas Natural, the Galicia regional 
government and the Galicia Sotavento Foundation. Its 
objective is to study the suitability of hydrogen as a 
means of storing energy employing the excess energy 
from Sotavento’s Wind Park. 
Energy is thereby stored for later use in the production 
of electrical energy when there is lack of wind or a 
peak in demand. 

 

New Lisbon airport built in Alcochete 

After thorough investigation by the Portuguese 
government, the conclusion is that Alcochete (29 km 
from the capital) is the best option for building the new 
Portuguese airport. Not only will this choice be safer 
and cheaper than the first option, Ota, the construction 
is also said to take less time in Alcochete. 
A study executed by the Portuguese Centre of Civil 
Engineering states that the new location will be able to 
compete with the Madrid airport, and make a good hub 
between the European and Latin American continent.  
The tender that will be opened in 2009, will not only 
decide which consortium will construct the new project, 
but will also determine who will exploit and maintain 
the new airport of Portugal.  
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The tender is open to all interested parties, among 
which Dutch companies and banks that have already 
showed interest in investing in this large-scaled “city 
airport” for which a budget is calculated of over 6 
billion euro.  
 
 

Business opportunities in Portuguese solar 
energy sector 

Since a year General Electric, 
the Portuguese Catavento and 
Power Light are in charge of 
the solar plant in Brinches, 
situated in the southeast of 
Portugal in the region of 
Alentejo. The plant has a 
capacity of 11 MW and 
consists of approximately 36.5 
acres of photovoltaic cells.  
The managing companies are 
profiting from the stimulation of the use of renewable 
energy by the Portuguese government. An example of 
this is the €3.7 mln they received to invest in the 
plant. The goal is that in 2020 45% of the demand for 
energy can be met by using renewable energy sources 
like solar energy.  
 

 

FRANCE 
 
 

 

AirFrance-KLM negotiations with AllItalia: the 
story continues 

Two months of fierce negotiations have ended in the 
conclusion that AirFrance-KLM is not allowed to buy the 
shares that are now in the possession of the Italian 
state. This purchase would have been very positive for 
the French/Dutch party, but was making the Italian 
syndicates furious, since this deal meant the State 
itself would not become part of the investment. 
Berlusconi was trying to come up with another 
proposition, in which the AirFrance-KLM would refrain 
from firing 1.400 employees.  
It seems now the deal is off and AlItalia will have to 
find another buyer. 
 

French chairmanship European Union 

The French first minister François Fillon has put  
European deputies at ease by confirming that European 
interest will be given priority over national interest. 
During the six month period that France will be in 
charge of the European Union, priorities will lie on the 
fight against climatic changes and providing a common 
European policy concerning energy use and supply. 
Furthermore an immigration chart is to be adopted and 
an appraisal of the common agricultural politics (PAC) 
is to be given.  
 

The “Kerviel Brief”at the Société Générale 

Over €7 bln is the total loss recorded by the French 
bank La Société Générale since the recently discovered 
Kerviel scandal. This is the biggest loss ever recorded 

in the history of the bank. The former employee 
Jérôme Kerviel managed to disrupt all control by 
swapping the results of his irregular transactions with 
fictitious ones that did not appear in the books of the 
bank. The four investigations led by La Banque de 
France, a special committee called the Justice and by 
the Stock Exchange, all underscore acts of negligence 
and shortcomings in the banks’ control systems. The 
scandal raised a call for the reinforcement of the 
international security norms.  
 

Aeronautics industry – EADS: big contract with 
US Air Force 

Executive director of the 
French leading aerospace 
company EADS, Louis Gallos, 
is more than satisfied with the 
recently signed contract 
between the EADS and 

American Air. The Americans have placed an order of 
179 supply planes for the US Airforce to be provided by 
the European group. The order has a total value of 35 
billion dollar and means a major setback for the 
competition like Boeing.  
Gallois declared that “Many people told us this market 
was impenetrable. But the American administration has 
been very fair in the negotiations”. 
 

Automotive Industry France:  

In 2007 the French automotive industry 
produced no les than 2.544.000 
passenger cars and 465.144 company 
cars. De production of trucks heavier 
than 3.5 tons even rose with 21.9% in 

comparison with the year before. In spite of a slight fall 
in sales, France sold 2.064.543 passenger cars and 
568.694 commercial vehicles.  
Around 124.5000 people were active in the French 
automotive sector in 2007. Including all the supplying 
personnel, the total would be closer to no less than 
315.000 employees. In the same year the sector was 
responsible for a total revenue of € 50 billion. The size 
and potential of the French automotive sector, makes it 
very interesting for Dutch suppliers.  
The automotive industry is mostly concentrated in the 
northern parts of the country: Nord-Pas-de-Calais, 
Picardie, Île-de France and Haute Normandie.  
TRANSFER and the Dutch organization for the supply 
companies, NEVAT, have identified the importance of 
the French automotive industry and the chances it 
holds for Dutch companies. Therefore a trade mission 
will be organized from the 28th of September until 
the 2nd of October 2008. Interested in more 
information about this business opportunity: 
info@transfer-lbc.com or contact NEVAT: Leendert 
Remmelink lre@fme.nl  
 

Movie about life of Édit Piaf wins Oscar 

The French actress 
Marion Cotillard was 
rewarded for her 
performance in the 
movie La Môme about 
the life of famous 
French singer, Édit Piaf. 
Cotillard won an Oscar 
for best actress. “Thank 
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God, Thank Life, it is true there are angels in this city!” 
she exclaimed when receiving her prize from the actor 
Forest Whitaker.  
And it wasn’t the first price Marion received for this 
roll. Her interpretation of Piaf already led her to 
winning a Golden Globe, a César (France) and a Bafta 
(London).  
 

 

LATIN AMERICA 
 
 

 

Dakar Rally moves to South America 

The 2009 Dakar Rally will be staged 
in Argentina and Chile, after this 
year’s edition was cancelled due to 
security concerns in Africa. The 
famous event for cars, trucks and 
motorcycles will take place in South 
America from January 3 to 18, 
starting and finishing in Buenos 
Aires. The rally will also take in the 
Atacama Desert in Northern Chile, 
the Andes mountain range and the 
southern Argentinean region of Patagonia. TRANSFER 
will keep you informed about commercial events that 
will be organized around the Dakar Rally 2009. 
 

Strong development of the Argentinean beef 
industry 

If Argentina isn't the carnivore capital of the world, it's 
certainly the closest thing to being heaven on earth for 

beef eaters. Per capita beef 
consumption (67 kilogram) is 
among the highest in the world 
and the number of slaughtered 
cattle reached a historical record 
high of 14,5 million in 2007. 
There's no question the cattle 
industry is a mainstay of 

Argentina's economy. The situation is however 
paradoxical. Since 2006 the Argentinean government 
restricts the export of beef to be able to keep the 
internal inflation rates low, while the international beef 
demand and prices have been rising continuously: in 
itself a more than favorable development for the policy 
makers with the existing export duty of 15%. This 
situation therefore only increases the necessity for 
modernizing, customizing and improving the efficiency 
of the production chain facilities. Opportunities exist 
consequently for European manufacturers and 
suppliers active in the fields of slaughtering and 
processing lines, feed research and formulations, 
supply chain management, and feed lots. FME/GMV 
and TRANSFER are planning a sectoral trade mission to 
Buenos Aires in September 2008, coinciding with the 
most important fair ‘TecnoFidta’.  
 
 
 

Argentina and Mexico growing markets for luxury 
goods 

For the third year in a row sales numbers of luxury 
goods in Argentina have been breaking all records. The 
most important products in this category are: cars, 
watches, technology, clothing, jewels and other 
fashionable items. The amount of Argentineans that 
find themselves in the position to purchase these 
products is currently 5% of the total population, while 
a growing middle class group will be able to afford 
itself luxury.  
In Mexico we see a comparable trend, with 7.7% of the 
population being able to buy luxury goods according to 
INEGI. Companies like Hugo Boss and department 
store Saks Fifth Avenue recently turned their attention 
to the upper segment of the Mexican market. And not 
without result: 48% of Hugo Boss’ Latin American 
turnover is currently realized in Mexico.  
 

Mexico: record import of medicines 

Mexico imported a record 
amount of 4.47 billion US  
dollar in medicines in 2007, 
which represented 12 
percent more than that 
registered in 2006. Imports 
of non-prepared medications 
for retail sale increased 60 
percent, while those 
medications ready for direct sales increased 9 percent. 
During the last 10 years imports of medicines grew 540 
percent and new regulations could mean a further 
increase. Article 131 indicates that laboratories, and 
even distributors that wish to import medications and 
do not count on a laboratory, can associate with any 
manufacturer owning a plant to introduce the product 
to the country. 
 

Chilean anthem for Chinese athlete Liu Xiang 

During the recent World 
Indoor Championships in 
Valencia, Chinese 60 
meters hurdle specialist Liu 
Xiang received his gold 
medal on two occasions 
after a mix-up over the 
national anthem. A 

bemused Liu was the model of stoicism in the initial 
ceremony as organizers inadvertently played Chile’s 
national anthem instead of the Chinese. Let’s hope this 
isn’t a side effect of the free trade agreement between 
the two countries. 
 

Investments in Brazilian steel sector 

The worlds’ second largest steel company Nippon 
Steel, together with its Brazilian affiliate Usiminas, will 
establish the third largest steel factory of the world in 
Cubatão, São Paulo State. The total investment needed 
for the installation of this factory amounts to a total of 
between 4 and 5 billion US dollars. Usiminas may make 
a formal announcement about building the mill this 
week and the two firms are expected to hammer out 
details by May. The dynamism of the sector is also 
reflected by Indian steel company Tata, that studies 
the exploration of Brazilian iron ore mines and the steel 
production in Brazil. One of the projects under 
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investigation by Tata is the participation together with 
Vale in a steel factory in Pará.  
As a result of these recent developments, TRANSFER will 
possibly organize a collective event focused on 
outsourcing or investing in the Brazilian steel sector 
during the first months of 2009.  
 

Carnival 2008 

Carnival was a big success 
this year with the 
traditional major 
processions in Rio de 
Janeiro, São Paulo and 
Salvador. In Rio de Janeiro 
“Beija-Flor” won the 
championship (it had won 
in 2007 as well!) with the 
theme “Macapá”; 
demonstrating the beauty 
of the capital of the 
Amapá state. Even more 
special considering Macapá celebrated its 250th 
anniversary in February! Two long nights from ten 
o’clock in the evening until five o’clock in the morning a 
procession of tents on top of nine meter high cars, 
surrounded by dancing people, entertained the 
thousands of spectators.  
In total 13 samba schools participated in the show: 
every samba school having between three and five 
thousand participants.  
 

In São Paulo the participating school from the Bela 
Vista neighborhood, ”Vai Vai”, won the championship 
showing how children from the Heliópolis Favela from 
São Paulo were reborn through the contact with music. 
 

Brazilian retail sector booming business 

In previous newsletters we already mentioned that as 
inflation is expected to continue low, an increase of 
purchasing power of the Brazilians is expected. The 
food & beverage, retail, pharmaceutical, 
environmental, infrastructure and electronic appliance 
sector were pointed out as continuing to be very 
promising for 2008 and 2009.  
The National Commerce Association of Brazil stated 
that they expect an overall increase of 10% in retail 
sales for 2008. In 2007 retail, supermarket and 
grocery store sales already rose 12% compared to the 
previous year. A sector that sticks out is the Brazilian 
market for "do-it-yourself" products which has been 
growing at an annual rate of approximately 17% over 
the last years.  
In Brazil there still is continuing consumer confidence. 
According to Brazilian Statistics Agency, IBGE, once 
again the economic conjuncture contributed to the 
sales increase with higher real salaries, employment 
rates, access to credit and a relatively low US dollar. 
TRANSFER Latin America is well aware of the potential 
that the retail sector provides for Dutch companies and 
is therefore combining forces with MKB Nederland 
during a trade mission to Sao Paulo and Rio de 
Janeiro in October 2008. Interested in finding out the 
opportunities for your company? More information 
info@transfer-lbc.com or +31-10.478 0760.   
 

Highlights Brazil 

• The founder of airline company JetBlue, Mr David 
Neeleman, will announce in a few days the 
foundation of an airline company in Brazil that will be 
able to compete with the duopoly of TAM and GOL on 
Brazilian flights. The company will make use of 
EMBRAER airplanes. Despite his name Mr Neeleman 
is Brazilian and does not suffer from limitations 
imposed on the participation of foreigners in 
Brazilian airline companies. At the end of the nineties 
Mr Neeleman founded JetBlue in the United States. 
Former VARIG manager Miguel Dau will be the vice-
president operations. 
• Brazilian oil company Petrobras and Japanese 
commodity trader Mitsui in March established 
Participaçıes Nippo Brasileiro em Complexos 
Bioenergéticos, a joint venture for bio fuels. The new 
venture will be focussed on new bio-energy projects, 
especially on ethanol for the Japanese market. 
Another focus of the company will be the generation 
of electric energy from sugar cane waste. 
• Mid March 2008 the euro exchange rate was 2.70. 
• The access to credit will reach historical heights in 
2008, according to the Brazilian central bank. The 
Central Bank estimates that the loans banks in Brazil 
will offer will amount to 40% of Brazilian BBP. The 
credit expansion is significant, but experts expect 
that this year expansion will be more easily 
accommodated in the Brazilian economic 
environment.  
• Within two years approximately 10 billion Reais (+/-
3,5 billion Euro) will be invested in wind energy 
projects in Ceará and Rio Grande do Norte. With 
these investments the Northeast of Brazil will have 
the largest wind energy park of Brazil. Latest 
estimates see a wind energy potential of 143.000 
MW in Brazil, of which 75.000 MW is located in the 
Northeast and 25.000 MW is located in the Ceará 
state. 

 
 

 

CASE STUDY 
 

Tjoapack discovers Spain: it takes time and 
patience but it is worth every penny! 

GDP bv is the business development company of 
Tjoapack, one of the leading pharmaceutical contract 
packers in Europe. The organization specializes in the 
packaging of oral solids, with the emphasis on blisters. 
Tjoapack exists for almost 20 years, and is currently 
packing for more than 10 European countries. 
 
“We initially started investigating Spain in the fall of 
2004, when we were invited to participate in a trade 
mission, organized by TRANSFER.  

 
The match making turned out to 
be spot-on in 95% of the meetings 
that where set up, and from that 
moment we felt there were huge 
opportunities for our type of 
business. However, the market in 

Spain wasn’t ready for outsourcing packaging, and 
Tjoapack wasn’t sure about how to approach the 
market. Therefore, at that point in time business did 
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not progress in Spain. However, we kept in close touch 
with the contacts we met, and stayed in touch with 
TRANSFER to keep us up to date about developments in 
Spain. 
 
In October 2007 the CEO of Tjoapack decided to invest 
more in investigating the possibilities of opening a 
factory in Spain.  Spain gives us geographically a 
strong base for covering the South of Europe, whilst 
cost can be covered by the home-market, which is a 
strong precondition for opening any branch. So we 
decided to hire TRANSFER to help us. 
 
During the investigation old contacts where renewed, 
and new contacts were made. It resulted – completely 
unexpected – in an important contract with one of 
Spain’s biggest pharmaceutical companies to start 
packing for them in 2008. The pharmaceutical market 
has been pressured for lower prices by the government 
since 2006, therefore there is a growing need for cost 
savings. Outsourcing packaging is a good way to be 
flexible and anticipate growth without the immediate 
need for working capital.  
 
The contract gives us a strong base to continue finding 
opportunities to open up a new packaging factory in 
Spain. Obviously, Spain is now open to new players 
from other countries, and the investment climate at 
the moment is quite good; because of a declining real 
estate market it is possible to find locations against a 
reasonable price.  
 
Looking at the path we took until the current situation 
(a large client in Spain, and serious investigation to 
open a plant there) we can say that opening up a 
market in Spain takes more that just one visit. It 
means building relations, gaining trust – not solely 
based on making money on them -, and keep strong 
focus for a longer period of time to anticipate the 
window of opportunity that might occur. It means long-
term investment in research (please hire an expert in 
the country!), travelling, visiting, and keeping close 
watch on the market you are aiming for. It took us 4 
years to get the first result. We used this for building 
up knowledge, relations and deciding for ourselves how 
we wanted to approach the market. Not a penny 
wasted!” 
 
For more information on the company please visit their 
website: http://www.gdp-logistics.com 
 

 

TRANSFER Consultancy 

Since 1996 TRANSFER has been 
a leading company in offering 
assistance to European 
exporting companies looking 
to exploit market opportunities in the Spanish, 
Portuguese and French speaking countries of Europe 
and Latin America. We work from our offices in 
Rotterdam (headquarters), Barcelona, Lyon, Paris and 
São Paulo.  

 
As a partner of, among others, the EVD (the Dutch 
agency for International Business and Cooperation), 
Embassies, Chambers of Commerce, Trade and Sector 
organizations and of course exporting companies, we 
provide export support services, such as market 
research, partner selection, coordination of sales 

and/or distribution, and legal and accounting services 
in the strongly developing markets of Spain, Portugal, 
France, Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico. 
If you are interested in finding out more about 
business opportunities for your organization, please 
contact: Evelijn Hartvelt (evelijn@TRANSFER-lbc.com)  
 
Head office: 
info@transfer-lbc.com  
www.transfer-lbc.com  
 
Tel.: +31.10 - 478 07 60 
Fax: +31.10 – 478 07 10 
3024 EB Rotterdam – NL 
 

Selected web links 

• www.noticias.nl Sociatal news about Latin 
American countries (Dutch) 

• www.marchesonline.com Information about a 
wide range of French markets (French) 

• www.bndes.gov.br Brazilian bank for 
development, industry and commerce 
(Portuguese) 

• www.mercantil.com Business community for 
companies present in Latin America (English, 
Spanish, Portuguese) 

Sources: o.a. The Economist, Business Monitor International, 
Business Week, EVD, Latin Trade, World Bank, InterAmerican 
Development Bank, Financial Times.  

 

Disclaimer: TRANSFER Latin Business Consultancy makes no 
warranties or representations, and accepts no liability of any kind 
for any loss or damages resulting from the use of our website or 
any materials contained on it.  

TRANSFER Latin Business Consultancy makes no warranties or 
representations that the materials on this website are error-free, or 
that they are fit for any particular purpose or requirements. 
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